“To kill your neighbor, to deliberately drop the hot chocolate on a white carpet during a visit, to make noise in the classroom, to be gay, to rob a postal office, to forget about the birthday of a relative, to cheat while playing domino with your friends, to make drug business or to be a prostitute, to blow your nose in the middle of a violin concert. Everyday life confronts us with countless behavior deviances which in a way or the other break what is considered to be the normal flow of things.” This is the way Albert Ogien (principal researcher at GRASS-IRESCO and professor at the University of Paris VIII and at the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales) begins his book on the sociology of deviance.

This book has the structure of an academic course and proves to be a really useful, if not indispensable instrument meant to help anyone interested in sociology, anthropology, psychology or ethics. The issue of social deviance is not one easily to deal with. Many researches realized in the last century have tried to find the causes, to explain and to give solutions for “correcting” all kinds of deviances. The major problem that Ogien stresses on is though, that the first step (and the most difficult one) when starting such a hard work must be the defining of the state of “deviance”.

Presenting the theories on the subject in a critical manner, professor Ogien manages to place his book in a position of equilibrium regarding the theories exposed. Not only the professor presents these theories, but he reviews them critically, insisting on the fact that none of these is sufficient to explain the complex concept of social deviance (a concept which can be perceived from so many perspectives). This is one of the reasons why this book is a gift that Albert Ogien offers not only to the students that want to initiate themselves in this matter, but also to the other researchers involved in this problematic struggle, who can thus compare their own results to those of a versed analyst of this theoretical spectrum (or, why not, get some hints useful in their future investigations).

Starting his discourse by defining (in fact, proposing definitions that take into account the old ones which cannot cover all the aspects of empiric data and try to fill their “empty slots”) the key-terms and concepts, like crime, punishment, normality, deviance, anomy, pathology, morality, conflict or legitimacy, Albert Ogien tries to combine and to take scientific advantages from two disciplines which should cooperate in their endeavor: sociology and criminology.

Important parts of the book are concerned with the two sets of theories on social deviance: the theories that focus on the causes of the deviant phenomena, which fall mainly under the incidence of criminology (like those finding the origin of the criminal behavior in the nature of the individual, or in the social environment or even in the society as a whole) and the theories that try to comprehend these manifestations, which belong to the sociological discourse (the theories of non-adaptation, of differential association, of anomy, of sub-cultures or of the “labeling”). Each theory presented is not only described and evaluated, but also placed in the larger context of both disciplines and related to the other theories that circumscribe the issue of deviance.
Another chapter discusses the topic of the deviant seen as an active and rational social actor, who commits a criminal action by **choosing** to act that way after analyzing the range of possibilities. The starting idea at this point of the analysis is that since a clear and generally accepted definition of a non-conformist behavior has not yet been elaborated, one should try to look at the problem from the point of view of the actor. Therefore, Albert Ogien draws light upon the morality of the “criminal”, considering the state of delinquency as a way of life.

Finally, professor Ogien exposes “a specific idea of normality”, pursuing older directions in the elaboration of a universal acceptance of **normality**, which could be the only axis that could help in defining a criminal act.

Two are the conclusions Ogien reaches in his rigorous, documented and intelligent discourse. The first one is that “**the deviance is a judgment that expresses a relation and not a state of fact**”. The second would be that “**an action considered to be deviant when it is described through the agency of some criteria that are related to a certain normative order can be considered to be normal when it is described through criteria that belong to another normative order**”.

Besides being a leading scholar and an authorized voice in the field of human sciences, Albert Ogien has also the great quality of a genuine writer. His ideas and demonstrations do not suffer from redundancy, tautology or lexical exclusiveness, handicaps that unfortunately affect many other scientific productions. Reading Ogien’s book is a pleasure, as much as it is an intellectual challenge. The scientific community can expect two major consequences of this book: on the one hand, other analyses issued by the scholars stimulated by Ogien’s exquisite material and, on the other hand, more work from the inspired hand of Albert Ogien.
Sociological perspectives on crime (Functionalism, strain theory etc); control and punishment, class, gender, ethnicity; globalisation, state and green crime. Key Concepts for A Level Sociology Crime and Deviance definitions of most of the key concepts relevant to crime and deviance within A-level sociology. Hints on how to answer the AQA’s Sociology Crime and Deviance with Theory and Methods exam paper in case you need to know how you’re assessed (only covers the crime and deviance material). Define deviance and categorize different types of deviant behaviour. Determine why certain behaviours are defined as deviant while others are not. Differentiate between methods of social control. Describe the characteristics of disciplinary social control and their relationship to normalizing societies. 7.2. Theoretical Perspectives on Deviance. Describe the functionalist view of deviance in society and compare Durkheim’s views with social disorganization theory, control theory, and strain theory.

Deviance is a result of our evil nature. What is the source of deviance according to the positivist school? One cannot fully control their deviant behavior since it's caused by biological abnormalities. Genetics determine your deviance. What were Cesare Lombroso's conclusions on crime? Claimed that deviant behavior/criminal activity came from people's physical abnormalities. Formal Deviance: Deviance, in a sociological context, describes actions or behaviors that violate social norms, including formally-enacted rules (e.g., crime), as well as informal violations of social norms (e.g., rejecting folkways and mores). deviance: Actions or behaviors that violate formal and informal cultural norms, such as laws or the norm that discourages public nose-picking. Informal Deviance: Deviance Assessment | Biopsychology | Comparative | Cognitive | Developmental | Language | Individual differences | Personality | Philosophy | Social | Methods | Statistics | Clinical | Educational | Industrial | Professional items | World psychology |. Clinical: Approaches · Group therapy · Techniques · Types of problem · Areas of specialism · Taxonomies · Therapeutic issues · Modes of delivery · Model translation project · Personal experiences ·. Main article: Antisocial behavior. Deviance is any behavior that violates social norms, and is usually of sufficient severity to warrant disapproval from the majority of society. Deviance can be. Theories of Deviance. Deviance is any behavior that violates social norms, and is usually of sufficient severity to warrant disapproval from the majority of society. Deviance can be criminal or noncriminal. The sociological discipline that deals with crime (behavior that violates laws) is criminology (also known as criminal justice).